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Abstract
This chapter discusses the semantics and pragmatics of contrastive
topics vis-à-vis focus. A semi-formal characterization of its main properties is given, using the techniques of alternative semantics and questions under discussion. This treatment is compared to various analyses
proposed in the literature for contrastive topics and arguably related
constructions, such as the English rise-fall-rise contour. Finally a brief
discussion of non-contrastive topics is provided.
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Contrastive Topics: The Un-Focus

To approach contrastive topics, we take focus as our point of departure (noncontrastive or thematic topics will not be discussed until section 5 below).
A focus-marked (F-marked) constituent, roughly, is interpreted as ‘the new
information in response to a question’:1
(1)

(Who did they kick out? — ) They kicked me out.

Either because of the meaning of focus, or because of the pragmatics of
question–answer pairs, focus is interpreted exhaustively (‘❀’ marks a pragmatic inference):
0

Thanks to Manuel Križ, the editors, and an anonymous reviewer for valuable comments
and corrections.
1
Small caps indicate intonational prominence; sentences in parentheses are given as
context and not annotated for intonation.
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(1) ❀ it was me they kicked out; no-one else was kicked out
This sometimes carries over to sentences with two intonational prominences:
(2)

(Did you kick her out? — ) she kicked me out!
❀ it was her who did the kicking out, and it was me who got kicked
out; no one else kicked anyone out

It seems therefore plausible to analyze (2) as a double focus:
(3)

(Did you kick her out? — ) sheF kicked meF out!

In some instance (or some contexts), however, the two prosodically highlighted elements are interpreted asymmetrically:
(4)

(Who do they want to kick out? — ) she wants to kick me out.
a. NOT: it is her who wants to do some kicking out, and it’s me
who (she hopes) is going to get kicked out; no one else wants to
kick anyone out
b. BUT: as far as she is concerned, it’s me that should get kicked
out; she does not want to kick out anybody else

The answer in (4) suggests a continuation along the lines of ‘. . . whereas
someone else wants to kick so-and-so out’. In that case, she is — by assumption — marked as a contrastive topic (henceforth CT), rather than a focus:
(5)

(Who do they want to kick out? — ) sheCT wants to kick meF out.

Like focus, a CT relates to alternatives (‘someone else’), but whereas with
the double focus in (2) all combinations of alternatives are, pragmatically,
excluded (‘no one else kicked anyone out’), with the CT+F in (5), the exclusion only concerns who she wants to kick out (see Rooth, this volume,
for more on alternatives). It is in fact implied that others want to do some
kicking-out as well.
The notion that CT marking results in a set of alternative propositions
which are explicitly not used for exhaustification lies at the heart of the recent
proposals in Hara and van Rooij (2007), van Rooij (2010), and Tomioka
(2009, 2010). In fact, at least Tomioka (2009, 2010) does not explicitly
state anything more about what is done with these alternatives. The idea
is that from the mere existence of such non-excluded alternatives, a hearer
can deduce that the speaker must find these alternatives potentially relevant,
and at least possible (otherwise she would have explicitly excluded them, i. e.
have used a focus instead).
2

This may ultimately be the most elegant account of CT, but for the time
being we will outline an account here which specifies the reasoning that leads
from the presence of non-excluded alternatives to their actual pragmatic
effects in more detail, as part of the linguistic rule system.
In Büring (2003) I argued for the following view: Whereas F relates a declarative sentence to alternative propositions, CT+F relates it to alternative
questions. In (4), the alternative propositions say things like ‘she wants to
kick George out’, ‘she wants to kick Marcy out’ etc., whereas the alternative
questions are ‘Who does Bob want to kick out?’, ‘Who does Kim want to
kick out?’ etc. (I use single quotes to characterize meanings). The alternative
propositions are alternative answers to the question, so by the pragmatics of
questions, and following the line of analysis just quoted, they are excluded:
she doesn’t want to kick George/Marcy. . . out, only the speaker. The alternative questions, on the other hand, are not excluded in any way; rather at
least one must be pertinent to the conversation. This is the case in (4): The
original question was who they want to kick out. Given that the answer is
limited to her intentions, there must be other relevant people — the other
members of the group referred to by they — for whom it is pertinent to ask:
Who does (s)he want to kick out?
This basic idea can be implemented via an extension of alternative semantics for focus (von Stechow 1981; Rooth 1985, this volume), which derives
from a sentence like (4), repeated with information structural marking in (6),
the set of F-alternatives, (6a), as well as the set of CT-alternatives, (6b):2
(6)

sheCT wants to kick meF out
a. F-Alternatives: the set of propositions like ‘she wants to kick
x out’, for some individual x
b. Ct-Alternatives: the set of questions meanings like ‘Who
does y want to kick out?’, for some individual y

We will write SCT+F for a sentence containing CT+F (analogously for F+F,
F etc.), and [[SCT+F ]] O , [[SCT+F ]] F and [[SCT+F ]] CT for its ordinary meaning,
F-, and CT-alternatives, respectively.
What to do with the CT-alternatives? That is, how are they interpreted ?
For the purpose of this paper, (7) will serve as our sole rule:
(7)

2

Ct-Interpretation Rule (cir)
For a sentence SCT+F to be felicitous, there must be at least one
question meaning in SCT+F ’s CT-value which is
See Büring (2003, sec. 12.1) for how to do that, Büring (1997b, sec. 3.3) for details.
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a.
b.
c.

currently pertinent, and
logically independent of [[SCT+T ]] O , and
identifiable.

Pertinence
Independence
Identifiability

The requirements on SCT+F introduced by the CIR should be understood as
conventional implicature triggered by the presence of CT marking. Applied
to (6), (7) requires that speaker and hearer can identify at least one question
instantiating ‘Who does y want to kick out?’ which is pertinent and independent of (6) itself. We will elaborate on what exactly is meant by Pertinence,
Independence, and Identifyability in the course of this chapter, but it should
be clear already that in a context in which it was asked who X want to
kick out, X some group, there are at least as many such pertinent questions
as there are members of X. If one knows who the members of X are, one
can identify the questions about them. And only one of those questions is
resolved by — i. e. not independent of — the answer She wants to kick me out
(namely ‘Who does she want to kick out?’); the other questions (‘Who does
Jeanne want to kick out?’. . . ) are independent of that answer, meeting (7).
Note that (7) is not met in (2) (Did you kick her out? — she kicked me out! ).
If she were a CT (and me a focus), (7) would require that there is at least one
question like ‘Who did y kick out?’ which is pertinent to the conversation
and logically independent of (i.e. not resolved by) the answer . But this is not
the case: What we are interested in is whether he kicked her out, or she him.
Answering that she kicked him out resolves this issue completely, in violation
of the CIR in (7), in particular Independence, (7b).
Crucially, failure to meet (7) does not mean that (2) is infelicitous, only
that it cannot be a CT+F structure. As stated above, it does have a wellformed structure on which both she and me are F, to which (7) simply does
not apply.
A question not addressed so far is whether the F+F structure in (2) is prosodically different from the CT+F structure in (4). Or, put differently, whether
prosody can disambiguate the declarative sentence in (8) between a double
focus (answering (8a)) and a CT+F structure (answering (8b)):

(8)

(a) Do you want to kick her out?

(b) Who do they want to kick out?

F+F

CT+F
she wants to kick me out.
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This question has not been systematically investigated, but it is usually assumed that the two intonational contours resulting from the different questions in (8) are, or at least can be, different. Impressionistically speaking,
the F+F contour has a high pitch accent on the first F she, followed by a low
stretch (presumably H* L- in Mainstream American English ToBI notation,
cf. Beckman et al. 2005) and another high pitch accent on me, followed by a
low boundary (H* L-L%).3
The CT+F contour, in contrast, has a rising pitch accent on she, after
which the pitch remains rising/high (L*+H), followed again by a high pitch
accent on me, and a low boundary (H* L-L%). In a very stylized form,
the CT on she would be realized as a ‘rise-fall-rise’ (L*+H L-L%) —what
Jackendoff (1972) calls a B-accent— whereas the F-accent would just be a
high pitch accent, followed by a low tone (H* L-).
In what follows I will assume that CT+F sentences are indeed prosodically
different from F+F sentences. There are other ways to tease the two patterns
apart. In a CT+F sentence, CT may be fronted across F, as in (9b):4
(9)

(Churchmoth recorded this song in eighty-three.)
a. And muckensturm recorded it in seventy-two.
b. And in seventy-two, muckensturm recorded it.

A F+F sentence does not allow for non-canonical ordering of the two F,
cf. (10):
(10)

(Churchmoth wrote this song in eighty-three.)
a. No, muckensturm wrote it in seventy-two.
b. #No, in seventy-two, muckensturm wrote it.

For pragmatic reasons, the answer in (10) — unlike that in (9) — must be a
F+F sentence: If Muckensturm wrote the song in 1972, there cannot be other
pertinent questions like ‘When did Batiston write it?’ (or ‘Who wrote it in
1982?’), given that songs are only written once. Accordingly, (10b), which
involves preposing of one focus across the other, is out. We can thus take the
possibility of non-canonical order of two prosodically prominent constituents
to be indicative of a CT+F pattern.
3

See Eady et al. (1986), experiment 2, for comparison of this accent pattern with wide
and narrow foci —though not with what we call CT+F here. Mehlhorn (2001) and Braun
(2005) compare CT+F in German to ‘neutral’ sentences, but not systematically to what
we call F+F here.
4
Sub-examples with letters are to be read as alternative continuations, so (9b) is not a
reply or sequel to (9a), but — like (9a) — to (9).
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I will now review some of the uses that have been taken to be typical for
CT+F patterns in the literature.

2

CT Phenomenology

2.1

Partial Topics

Answers to multiple wh-questions, or single wh-question containing plurals,
typically allow CT+F answers:
(11)

a.
b.

(Which guest brought what? — ) fredCT brought the beansF.
(Where do your siblings live? — ) My sisterCT lives in stockholmF .

The CT values of the answers in (11) are ‘What did x bring?’ and ‘Where
does your x-sibling live?’, respectively. Given the more general questions
about the guests/siblings, we can see how the CIR in (7) is met: The questions in [[(11a/b)]] CT are obviously pertinent, and independent of the answers
in (11).
Languages with topic-mark ing morphemes like Korean -nun or Japanese
wa likewise use these markers, together with intonational prominence, in
such discourses:5
(12)

(Who did what? — )
[joe-nun]CT ca -ko sue-nun nol-assta.
Joe ct
sleep and Sue ct play past

(Korean)

The question need not be overt in order for CTs to occur. Simple pair-lists
that answer an obvious implicit question like ‘Who ate how many mbeju?’
suffice, as the following example from Guaranı́ shows:6
(13)

(Sambo’s father ate 35 mbeju (mandioka starch patties), his mother
ate 20. . . )
. . . ha Sámbo=katur
ho’u 54 mbeju
(Guaranı́)
and Sambo-contrast eat 54 mbeju

It is not necessary that the speaker knows what the answer to the other
question is. The following example from Hungarian is representative for
5

Lee (1999); for Japanese see Uechi (1998), Tomioka, this volume.
Krivoshein De Canese et al. (2005:81), via Tonhauser (2012:273); the marker katur is
glossed ‘contrast’. It can occur in non-initial answers within a CT+F answer sequence.
6
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contexts showing that:7
(14)

(Ki aludt a padlón? —)
(Hungarian)
who slept the floor
‘Who slept on the floor?
[A padlón]CT PéterF aludt, és (lehet, hogy) sehol
máshol
the floor-SUP Peter
slept and perhaps that nowhere other place
nem is aludt senki más.
not too slept nobody different
‘It was Peter who slept ont he floor, but (it is possible that)
nobody slept anywhere else.

(14) is instructive in two respects: First, the speaker need not believe that
someone else slept in a different place (see also sec. 4.3 below); and second,
(s)he doe not even have to think that the other question does in fact have
a well-defined answer, as long as the question itself (‘where did the others
sleep’) is pertinent. This shows that it is accurate for the CIR to refer to
alternative questions, rather than their answers.

2.2
(15)

Shifting Topics
a.
b.

(Will Bo come to school today? — ) yesterdayCT he was sickF .
(Where did Fritz buy this book? — ) bertieCT bought it at
hartliebF ’s.

The CT-questions here are ‘How is/was Bo on day x?’ and ‘Where did x
buy this book?’. Which of them are pertinent? For (15b), the very question
overtly asked is pertinent and not resolved by the answer. Similarly, for (15a)
the question how Bo is today is pertinent, since its answer will indicate
whether he will come to school today. (Note that we do not aim to answer the
question why the answers in (15) are relevant to the question in particular,
but only why they can bear the CT+F pattern they do.)

2.3
(16)

Purely Implicational Topics
(Where was the gardener at the time of the murder? — ) The gardenerCT was in the houseF .

In this case, the answer directly resolves the question that was asked. But
the CT indicates additional questions: Where was the chauffeur? The cook?8
7
8

Gyuris (2002:38f), see also É. Kiss, this volume
Though of course, the gardener did it!
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Are they pertinent? Quite plausibly ‘yes’ in a case like (16), where the
questioner is easily construed as trying to find the murderer. This is not
always the case, of course:
(17)

(Where did Thomas Mann write The Beloved Returns? — )
# mannCT wrote it in [los angeles]F.

The odd implication of the CT-marking on Mann is that someone else might
have written the novel elsewhere, which defies word knowledge (similarly
to (10b) above).
Somewhat in-between are cases like (18):
(18)

(Do you remember where you were when you first heard about Chernobyl? — ) ICT was at homeF .

Using the CT-marking on the first person subject here adds the implication that someone else’s whereabouts (at the time of their learning about
Chernobyl) are a pertinent question. Unlike in the murder case (17), this is
not so easily accommodated here, but unlike in the Thomas Mann case, one
can probably come up with something that the speaker considers pertinent,
maybe that her dog was vacationing in the Ukraine.
Even in (16), though, there is a feeling that the speaker stretches the
use of CT, flouting the CIR, which govern its use. Why? Recall from (7)
that the CIR requires that the pertinent questions referenced by CT should
be identifiable — (7c). This amounts to knowing at least some value for x
in ‘Where was x at the time of the murder?’ which makes for a pertinent
question (see section 4.4 below for more). While e.g. with partial topics
(section 2.1 above) the question itself names a group containing such x (so
Identifyablity is met), additional common knowledge between the speaker
and addressee about who the suspects are is needed in (16); and the more
unclear the group of potential xs is, the more enigmatic the answer appears,
as in (18) (where additionally, Pertinence is a problem).
(16) and (18) show that CT-marking does not necessarily just ‘echo’ something that is in the context already, but may itself contribute, possibly by
way of accommodation, the notion that more questions are pertinent at this
point. Conversely, the CT marking on e.g. the gardener in (16) can be omitted without loss of coherence. But without it, there is no implication of other
suspects (via other questions). So here the speaker is making a choice as to
whether to indicate the presence of other questions prosodically or not.

8

2.4

Ineffability

In some cases, CT marking appears impossible, regardless of context. One
such case from German is (19) (Büring 2003:534):
(19) #alleCT Politiker sindF korrupt.
all
politicians are
corrupt

(German)

Without CT-marking (but retaining F on the finite verb), (19) would be perfectly well-formed. But CT-marking on the determiner alle leads to unacceptability (even though alle can be CT-marked under other circumstances,
as we will see momentarily). Why is that?
Assuming that F on a finite verb signals polarity focus, the F-alternatives
of (19) are that all politicians are corrupt, or that they aren’t. This means
that the CT-alternatives are questions like ‘Are Q politicians corrupt?’, where
Q is some determiner.
Now note that none of these questions are independent of (19)’s assertion: If all politicians are corrupt, that logically entails the answers to ‘Are
most/some/the. . . politicians corrupt?’, namely: ‘Yes’. In other words, independently of actual context, (19) cannot possibly meet the CT-Interpretation
Rule (7), specifically Independence, (7b), and hence is ungrammatical (or
‘unpragmatical’, if you like).
If we change the example slightly, CT+F is possible again:
(20)

a.
b.

einigeCT Politiker sindF korrupt.
some
politicians are
corrupt
alleCT Politiker sind etwasF korrupt.
all
politicians are a little corrupt

(German)

The CT-alternatives of (20a) are the same as in (19), but since the sentence
itself does neither entail nor preclude that all, or most, politicians are corrupt,
these will be unresolved (and potentially pertinent) questions. In (20b),
with the added degree expression, CT-alternatives are ‘How corrupt are Q
Politicians?’, i. e. questions that could be answered by Only a handful are
totally corrupt or Some are not at all corrupt. And while the latter is again
resolved by (20b)’s assertion, the former, for example, is not. There are thus
unresolved (and potentially pertinent) questions among the CT-alternatives,
as required by CIR.

9

2.5

Scope Inversion

If a SCT+F is structurally ambiguous between a construal on which it violates
the CIR — along the lines just discussed in section 2.4 — and one on which
it does not, CT marking will effectively disambiguate the sentence towards
the latter. A case in point is sentence (21), with CT+F marking as indicated, which can only mean that not all politicians are corrupt. Without CT
marking, it can either mean that, or that all politicians are non-corrupt:9
(21)

alleCT Politiker sind nichtF korrupt.
all
politicians are not
corrupt
‘Not all politicians are corrupt.’

(German)

The same can be observed e.g. in Hungarian (from Gyuris 2002:80): (22)
only has the ‘not. . . everybody’ reading, although quantificational elements
in Hungarian usually have a preference for surface scope:
(22)

mindenkiCT nemF ment el.
everybody
not went prefix
‘It is not the case that everybody left.’

(Hungarian)

Let us focus on the available construal first: The sentence asserts that not
all politicians are corrupt, and its CT-alternatives will be ‘Is it false that Q
politicians are corrupt?’, for example ‘Is it false that many politicians are
corrupt?’. This question is not resolved by the assertion, and it is plausibly
pertinent, meeting the CIR.
On the other construal, the sentence says that all politicians are uncorrupt, with CT-alternatives like ‘Are Q politicians corrupt?’. But since
the sentence asserts that none of them are, any such question is resolved by
the assertion alone. As was the case with (19), this construal of (21) cannot
possibly meet the CT Interpretation Rule (7). But in (21), unlike in (19),
there is a second construal which is (or can be) felicitous, so that the sentence
is acceptable, though not ambiguous, with CT+F marking.
A similar effect can be observed in (23):
(23)

Ich habe nichtCT getrunken, weil
ich traurigF bin. (German)
I have not
drunk
because I sad
am
‘I didn’t drink because I’m sad.’

With the CT+F marking as indicated, the sentence invites the question
‘Then why DID you drink?’. For that to make sense, the sentence itself must
9

From Jacobs (1984), analysis following Büring (1997a).
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be interpreted as ‘it is not the case that my being sad is the reason for my
drinking’. If it meant ‘my sadness is the reason I don’t drink’ it would be
incoherent to ask what, instead, is the reason the speaker drinks. Without
this CT+F marking, on the other hand, that latter reading is easily possible.
So here, just as in (22), the CIR disambiguates by way of rendering one
logical construal of the sentence contradictory.

3

Single CT and F+CT

English has a rise-fall-rise (RFR) pattern — L*+H L- H% in MaeToBI notation — which can occur sentence finally, i. e. without a following F:10
(24)

a.
b.

(Will Uncle Michael and Aunt Carolyn be coming to the rehearsal dinner? — ) They’re invitedRFR .
(What about the beans? Who ate them? — ) fredF ate [the
beans]RFR

For both the ‘sole RFR’ and the ‘F+RFR’ we should ask whether the RFR is
the same as CT in CT+F. The parallels are striking, not just prosodically, but
pragmatically. For example RFR on all in (25) disambiguates the otherwise
scope ambiguous string towards the ‘not all’ reading, much like CT+F on
alle. . . nicht (‘all. . . not’) did in (21) above:11
(25)

allRF the men didn’t goR .

Likewise, Japanese stressed wa, and Korean stressed nun, the pragmatics of
which appear very similar to English and German CT marking, can appear
without an accompanying focus, yielding scope disambiguation:12
(26)

motu -nun o
-ci
anh -ass -ta
all
CT come conn not past dec
‘Not all of them came.’

(Korean)

Furthermore, RFR may occur in partial answers and shifting topics, similar
to the cases discussed in sections 2.1 and 2.2 above:13
10

See a. o. Ward and Hirschberg (1985); Pierrehumbert and Steele (1987); Hirschberg
and Ward (1991); examples from Bolinger (1982:507) and Jackendoff (1972:261).
11
From Ladd (1980:146). I notate the final R at the end of sentence here, indicating
that it is not part of the pitch accent on the prominent word — all in (i) — but a rise at
the right edge of the intonational phrase.
12
Lee (1999); see Hara (2008), Oshima (2008) and Tomioka (2009, this volume) for
Japanese
13
O’Connor and Arnold (1973:173), Ladd (1980:153), examples (16) and (19).
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(27)

a.
b.
c.

(Can Jack and Bill come to tea? — ) billRF canR .
(Did you feed the animals? — ) I fed the catRFR .
(Do you want a glas of water? — ) I’ll have a beerRFR .

Constant (2006, 2012) assumes that the accent in RFR is a focus, and that
RFR operates on the focus alternatives, conventionally implicating (28):
(28)

a.

b.

There are contextually salient focus alternatives to SRFR , which
are informative (i. e. neither contradictory nor redundant after
the utterance of SRFR ),14 and
for all such alternatives a, the speaker cannot ‘safely claim’ a.
(cf. Constant 2012:408,414,424)

(28a) states that there are alternatives in the focus value which are independent of the assertion of SRFR (as well as the Common Ground). It should
be transparent that that derives the scope disambiguation effects, as well as
cases of wholesale infelicity in case the assertion of SRFR entails or contradicts
all its alternatives:
(29)

a.

allRF my friends didn’t comeR .
no alternatives ‘n of my friends did not come’ open, but open alternatives
‘not n of my friends did come’; compare (21)

b. # allRF of my friends liked itR

15

no open alternatives ‘n of my friends liked it’ at all; compare (19)

It should be noted that (29b) (as well as (19) — all politicians are corrupt)
has F-alternatives which are entailed (‘some/most of my friends liked it’),
as well as ones that are contradictory (‘none/fewer than half of my friends
liked it’). This is captured by the word ‘informative’ in (28a), as well as
the word ‘independent’ in the CIR, (7b). Weaker conditions which merely
require alternatives that are compatible (but possibly redundant, such as
Wagner 2012:24, (46)), or non-redundant (but possibly known to be false,
such as Oshima 2008:7, (17)), or simply not equivalent to SRFR (e.g. Ludwig
2008:391, (19)) will systematically fail to derive the desired result.
Turning to the examples in (27), here, too, (28a) is crucial, in particular the
‘salient’ bit: In (27b), repeated below, as well as (30b), we are looking for
alternatives like ‘I fed x’ which are informative; this holds for any alternative
14
This half of the rule is also assumed in Wagner (2012:24), where it is assumed that any
additional meaning of RFR follows by Gricean reasoning, instead of being grammatically
encoded.
15
Constant (2012, ex. (33b)).
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x 6= ‘the cat’. Assuming that the speaker fed the cat only, none of these is
‘safely claimable’, either, so (28) appears to be met in both (30a) and (30b):
(30)

a.
b.

(Did you feed the animals? — ) I fed the catRFR .
(Did you feed the cat? — ) # I fed the catRFR .

Crucially, then, such alternatives must be salient in (30a), precisely because
the question asks about them (namely whatever other animals are in [[the
animals]] O ); the anomaly of (30b), on the other hand, must arise because
the question only makes one proposition salient: ‘I fed the cat’. Since that
proposition is entailed by the answer, (28a) is violated, not because there
are no informative unclaimable F-alternatives, but because none of them
qualifies as ‘salient’ in the context of (30b). Similarly in (27a) and (27c).
The alert reader will notice that ‘salient’ in (28) plays much the same role
as ‘pertinent’ in (7a) in the CIR. Unsurprisingly, then, cases like (25)–(27c)
can be analyzed using the CIR as well, if we replace the informative and nonclaimable proposition required in (28) by the yes/no-question based on it, i. e.
‘Did not n of my friends come?’, ‘Can x come to tea?’, ‘Did you feed x?’ and
‘Will you have an x?’. This was suggested in Büring (2003:532), where it was
assumed that the CT-value of a declarative with CT but without F is a set of
yes/no-question meanings (see Constant 2012, sec. 5.3 for more discussion).16

4
4.1

Details, Open Questions, and Alternatives
Last Answer

Crucial to the treatment of scope disambiguation in section 2.5 was the fact
that an SCT+F must not be a complete answer to the questions in its CTvalue, i.e. that the latter contain at least one independent question. It bears
pointing out that, according to the CIR in (7), there need not be an actual
open question (in [[SCT+F ]] CT ) after uttering SCT+F ; there only needs to be
a question that is not resolved by SCT+F alone. (31) helps to illuminate the
difference:
(31)

(Where are these two from?)

16

Strikingly, parallel German cases appear to have a focus on the finite verb or negation,
as in (21) above, which — by standard F semantics — yields the meaning of a yes/noquestion as the focus value. Generally, German does not allow for CT (or RFR) without
a following F, so one can hypothesize that German here chooses an F-marking — on the
finite verb — which yields the same result that a CT-only/RFR sentence would (see Büring
2003:532).
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a. #both of themCT are from hungaryF .
b. (i) heCT is from austriaF . (ii) sheCT is from scotlandF .
(31a) is infelicitous as an answer, which is predicted: The CT-value of (31a)
contains questions like ‘Where is x from?’, and for the pertinent ones, x
must be her or him. Since (31a) resolves both of these questions, there is
no question in [[(31a)]] CT that is independent of (31a) itself, in violation of
Independence, (7b).
Now, the two answers in (31b), taken together , also completely resolve the
question, so why is CT+F possible here, in particularly in (31b-ii), which
completes the answer to (31)? To see why, it is important to realize that
the Independence part of the CIR, (7b), prohibits CT+F in sentences which
themselves completely answer the questions in [[SCT+F ]] CT , but not in sentences which together with the common ground (in particular together with
previous partial answers) completely answer the question. That is to say, the
crucial difference is that (31a) itself is a complete answer, whereas (31b-ii)
is merely a ‘completing’ or last answer. The former, but not the latter, are
excluded from containing CT+F.17
Interestingly, as noted e. g. in Constant (2012:430), the single peak RFR
pattern discussed in section 3 above cannot occur in a last answer (Constant
2012, ex. (76)):
(32)

(Can Elizabeth and Persephone come over tomorrow? — )
elizabethRF canR .
a. #persephoneRF canR
b. persephoneCT can tooF .

While the CT+F pattern in (32b) is fine here, a sole RFR on Persephone as
in (32a) is not, pointing to an essential difference between the two contours.

4.2

Pertinence

In a double correction like (33), it seems that any two teams could be replaced
for England or Spain, preserving felicity:
(33)

(What games are on tonight? Is Brazil playing England? — )
a. No englandF is playing spainF .

17

The interpretation rules for topic in Büring (1997b) has rightly been faulted for creating the ‘Last Answer Problem’, since it ruled out CT+F not just in complete answers, but
also, wrongly, in last answers (Krifka, 1999, sec. 3.4; Hara and van Rooij, 2007, slides 19f;
Aloni and van Rooij, 2002:32f). This was corrected via the ‘highest attachment’ condition
in Büring (2003), as well as, explicitly, in the Independence condition in (7b) here.
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b.

No, spainF is playing germanyF .

This is different when we use a CT+F pattern instead:18
(34)

(What games are on tonight? Is Brazil playing England? — )
a. No, brazilCT is playing spainF .
b. No, englandCT is playing germanyF .
c. #No, spainCT is playing germanyF

(34c) is certainly fine with F+F intonation, but with a proper rise on Spain,
the likely reaction to (34c) is: ‘Spain?! Who is talking about Spain?’
One might be tempted to conclude that CTs in general have to be ‘anaphoric’
(in some sense). But note the contrast with (35):
(35)

(What games are on tonight? Is Brazil playing England? — )
Yes, and spainCT is playing germanyF .19

The oddness of (34c) must hence have to do with corrections in particular.
I would like to suggest that it has to do with Pertinence, (7a), i. e. with
which question is currently under discussion. Presumably the basic question
in (34)/(35) was which games are on tonight. We then tackle the subquestion
which team Brazil is playing tonight, suggesting (34)/(35). If the answer to
that is ‘yes’, as in (35), we can continue with the general question of which
games are on, saying who Spain is playing, as in (35).
If the answer to ‘Is Brazil playing England tonight?’ is ‘no’, on the other
hand, we cannot go on to the next question — who Spain is playing — as (34c)
is trying to. We first have to resolve the question who Brazil is playing.20
18

To get in the right mood for the intonation patterns, you may try the left-dislocated
versions first, i. e. No, Brazil, they’re playing Spain etc. The contrast with No, Spain,
they’re playing Germany is rather stark. However, what I claim here is that the same contrast can be observed with intonation alone, and is not a function of syntactic dislocation.
19
I am inclined to think that in (35) we accommodate that, for example, Spain belongs
to the same group as England and Brazil, and the relevant task was to find out who (out
of the four) was playing who tonight. That is to say, Spain, too, seems to have to be
identifiable or anaphoric in some sense. If this were not the case, Spain would just have
to be F, as in (33b). The point is that no such accommodation can come to the rescue
of (34c), it seems.
20
In fact it seems likely that both the question who Brazil plays and who England plays
have to be resolved (or aborted by means of saying ‘Brazil isn’t playing’ or ‘We can’t find
out right now who England is playing’) before we turn to other countries as topics:
(i)

Is Brazil playing England tonight? —
. . . and swedenCT is playing italyF
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(i)

No, brazilCT is playing spainF .

(ii) #

If this is the right conclusion to draw from these examples, it shows that
the notion of Question under Discussion — and hence the mentioning of Pertinence in the CIR in (7a) — is highly relevant for the modelling of CT. After
all, the fact that Spain is playing Germany is equally informative and even
relevant in (34c) and (35). The crucial difference is that, since it addresses a
new subquestion (about Spain), it can only do so after the current subquestion (about Brazil and/or England) has been resolved.
To complete the picture, consider (36):
(36)

Is Brazil playing tonight? If so, against whom? — Well, spainCT is
playing germanyF .

The difference between (34c) and (36) is that we can understand the answer
in (36) as part of the strategy to figure out if and against whom Brazil is
playing. We are thus not introducing Spain as a topic in its own right, but
as part of figuring out if and who Brazil is playing.

4.3

Distinctness of Foci

The CIR in (7) requires that there be an independent and relevant question
among the CT alternatives. It does not require that the answer to that
question have a different focus than SCT+F . Thus, on the face of it, the
condition allows for texts like (37):
(37)

(Where are you guys from? — )
jacquesCT is from parisF , (ii) # and coletteCT is from parisF .

(i)

But (37) is clearly odd, and that oddness vanishes if we replace either occurrence of Paris (but not both) with Marseille. So it appears to be infelicitous
to pair two CTs with the same focus. How to rule this out? One possibility
is to blame the oddness of (37) on the Gricean Maxims of Manner: Basically
the speaker should have said Jacques and Colette are from Paris, whereas
otherwise one wrongly infers, via scalar implicature, from (37i) that only
Jacques is from Paris (this was the line taken in Büring 1997b).
Oshima (2008, sec. 3.3), van Rooij (2010:14f) and Constant (2012), a. o.,
point out that the effect appears too strong to be a conversational implicature. Van Rooij (2010) instead assumes that CT is grammatically exhaustified independently, so that e. g. (37i) implies ‘only Jacques lives in Paris’;
consequently (37ii) creates a contradiction.
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This, however, would also, wrongly, rule out (38ii), since it contradicts the
CT-exhaustification of (38i) (‘only Jacques is from Southern California’):21
(38)

(Where are these guys from? — ) (i) jacquesCT is from somewhere
in Southern californiaF , (ii) billCT is from laF , and (iii) susanCT
is from oregonF .

Oshima (2008), too, assumes that CT-alternatives are not questions, but
propositions, just like F-alternatives, namely propositions in which both CT
and F are replaced by alternatives. That means that (37i) would require
that there be some proposition ‘x is from y’, where x 6= Jacques and y 6=
Colette, which is not assumed yet (hence a fortiori independent of ‘Jacques
is from Paris’); ‘Colette is from Paris’ in (37) would not qualify here, since it
sets y = Paris (whereas ‘Colette is from Marseille’ would). Unlike van Rooij
(2010), this does not wrongly rule out (38).
What Oshima (2008) (as well as van Rooij 2010) has difficulty explaining
is that (39) is notably better than (37):22
(39)

(Where are these guys from? — ) (i) jacquesCT is from parisF , and
(ii)
coletteCT is from Paris, tooF .

This suggests that CT+F should not rule out the proposition that Colette is
from Paris as satisfying the CIR for (37i) and (39i) (as van Rooij and Oshima
do), but the particular realization of that proposition in (37ii). Plausibly one
can blame the infelicity of (37ii) on the repeated focusing of Paris: There
simply is no alternative ‘live in x’ to license F on the given element Paris
in (37ii) (cf. Rochemont, this volume). This is avoided by focusing the particle too in (39ii) (see Féry and Samek-Lodovici 2006:146 for basically this
idea).

4.4

CT–F Asymmetries

In introducing CT-values, we have added an additional layer of semantic
computation to the compositional semantics. We should ask whether this is
strictly necessary. For example, we saw in section 3 that scope inversion effects can be achieved by requiring that a proposition (rather than a question)
which replaces CT and F be independent and informative.
21

Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pointing out this example and its significance.
Van Rooij (2010:15) actually notices the felicity of (39) and proposes that the presence
of too in (37ii) ‘cancels’ the otherwise obligatory exhaustification of JacquesCT lives in
ParisF to ‘only Jacques lives in Paris’. Note, though, that this does not offer an explanation
for the acceptability of (38).
22
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Of course, if we ignore the difference between CT+F and F+F altogether,
it is impossible to differentiate whether (40) answers (40a) or (40b) (repeated
from (8) above):
(40)

a. Do you want to kick her out?
b. Who do they want to kick out?
she wants to kick me out.

In section 1 above I suggested that the answer in (40) would be pronounced
differently, depending on the question, reflecting the difference between F+F
(answering (40a)) and CT+F (answering (40b)). If this is correct, we cannot
treat CT+F just like F+F.
Assuming then that the rule for interpreting CT+F is different from that
for F+F, couldn’t the former nevertheless operate on the same formal object, a set of propositions, as proposed e. g. in Ludwig (2008) or van Rooij
(2010)? I submit that the answer is ‘no’. It would predict that CT and F
would generally be symmetrical, since they both introduce alternatives at the
same ‘level’, the F-alternatives. But CT and F, while often exchangeable,
sometimes are not:
(41)

(When are you guys’ birthdays? — )
a. marcyCT ’s birthday is on the 12th of septemberF, and. . .
b. #On the 12th of septemberCT it’s marcyF ’s birthday, and. . .

Were we to ignore the CT/F difference, both (41a) and (41b) would have the
alternative set ‘x’s birthday is on y’, so any distributional difference between
them would be unexpected. This alone shows that whatever interpretation
rule applies to CT+F structures, it must be able to distinguish F- from CTalternatives.
But what is responsible for the difference between (41a) and (41b)? Presumably it has to do with the fact that speaker and hearer in (41) can list
all the people who should appear in an answer (‘you guys’), but not all the
birthdays that will appear in an answer (of course they know all potential
birthdays, but not which ones are one of you guys’). This is what the word
‘identifiable’ was included for in (7c) of the CIR: If you guys is known to refer
to Marcy, Elisabeth, Anton and Kim, speaker and addressee can identify the
pertinent questions ‘When is Marcy’s birthday?’, ‘When is Elisabeth’s birthday’ and so on. But they cannot identify the four corresponding ‘inverse’
questions ‘Whose birthday is it on 9/12?’, ‘Whose birthday is it on 3/26?’
etc.
Note that both sets of questions yield the same answers (that Marcy’s
birthday is on 9/12, Elisabeth’s on 3/26 etc.), so a condition that only refers
18

to the set ‘x’s birthday is on y’ could not possibly encode this effect.
One might note that the same preference is observed with overt subquestions: When are you guys’ birthdays?’ is naturally followed up by (42a),
not (42b):
(42)

a.
b.

When is x’s birthday?
Whose birthday is it on y?

So should this really be a part of the CT-condition, rather than a theory of
querying? Note that even if we assume that there are covert sub-questions,
and querying principles that choose (42a) over (42b), there still needs to be
a part of the CT-condition that tells us that (41a) answers (42a), and (41b)
(42b), and not the other way around. And that requires keeping CT- and
F-alternatives different. So the main point — that the CT-condition must
treat CT and F asymmetrically — remains valid.

5

Thematic Topics

In this last section, I will briefly turn to non-contrastive topics, also called
thematic topics. Examples of these include e. g. clitic left-dislocation in
Romance, preposing in English, or wa-marking in Japanese:23
(43)

a.

b.
c.

Les pomes, jo no les he
vist.
(Catalan)
the apples I neg them have.1sg seen
‘The apples, I haven’t seen then.’
Bagels, John likes.
(Tell me about the dog!)
ano inu-wa kinoo
kooen-de John-o
kande-simatta (Japanese)
that dog-wa yesterday park-at John-acc bite-ended.up
‘That dog bit John in the park yesterday.’

Presumably, some or all of these constructions can host contrastive topics as
well, especially if the topic constituent receives some extra prosodic prominence, say, by pitch accenting. What we are interested in now are examples
where this is not the case, i. e. where the dislocated/wa-marked phrase is
neither a CT, nor an F, but still not just an ordinary part of the background.
But why assume that there are designated topics in the background?
Usually this characterization comes about as follows: Some (syntactic,
morphological, or intonational) marking does not have a regular truth conditional effect, but seems to shape the pragmatic meaning of the sentence it
23

Catalan from Lopez (this volume, ex. (1b)), Japanese from Vermeulen (2011, ex.(10a)).
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occurs in, i. e. the kinds of contexts it is felicitous in (sometimes, certain restrictions on the kind of constituents that can be so marked — e. g. ‘referring
expressions only’ — go hand in hand with that). If these effects are clearly
not the ones found with F (answer to a question, new information, locus of
correction. . . ), or CT (see sections 1–4 above), the marking is likely to be
called (thematic) topic marking.24
It is therefore perhaps unsurprising that attempts to characterize the properties of topic marking pragmatically have yielded widely diverging results.
That said, the described pragmatic effects of topic marking cluster around
notions such as ‘psychological subject’, ‘what the sentence is about’ etc. As
seen in (43c), a common way of eliciting a constituent x as a topic in this sense
is to prefix the sentence in question with ‘Tell me about x’ or ‘What about
x?’ Similarly, an utterance of a sentence with a topic x should be reportable
by saying ‘(s)he said about x that. . . ’; this latter fact is probably the reason
such topics are often referred to as aboutness topics. But, as most recently
discussed in detail in Roberts (2011), none of these tests seems sufficient or
necessary to identify thematic topics, nor is it clear that they actually test
for the same thing; or as van Bergen and de Hoop (2009:173) put it in their
foreword to a special issue on topics: ‘there is very little consensus among
linguists on any . . . specific definition. Multiple properties contributing to
topichood have been described, but none of these properties seems either
necessary or sufficient to classify something as a topic.’ Jacobs (2001) for
one concludes that this diversity of characterizations is fundamental to the
notion of topic itself: ‘there is no common functional feature (nor a common
set of functional features) that justifies this classification [as ‘topic’; DB]’ .
A common way of modelling aboutness topics is to break the meaning of sentences with topics into two parts: the referent of the topic marked expression
(assuming for the moment that it is referential), and the property expressed
by the non-topic part of the sentence. This is what Reinhart (1982:6.2) calls
the Pragmatic Assertion of a sentence. The discourse context, too, is
structured into individuals, and properties that are agreed to hold of them.
The standard metaphor for this is a stack of indexed file cards (one for each
discourse referent), on which properties of the individuals are written (Reinhart 1982; Vallduvı́ 1990; Erteschik-Shir 1997).
For concreteness, associate a context C with a partial function fC from
individuals to sets of properties, i. e. a set of of pairs hx, Φi, where x is an
individual (or a discourse referent) and Φ is a set of properties. So for any
individual i that is part of the context, fC (i) gives us the set of all properties
24

See e. g. Aissen (1992), sec. 3.1 for a nice illustration.
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that are agreed to hold of i. Adding a sentence about i, i. e. a sentence with
a Pragmatic Assertion of the form hi, φi to the context, results in a new
context C ′ such that fC ′ is like fC except that φ ∈ fC ′ (i). Finally, assume
that a context C is also associated with a set aC of aboutees, where aC
is a subset of the domain of fC . The purpose of this set is to distinguish
between individuals that have generally been introduced to the context C
(the domain of fC ) and those that are currently ‘under discussion’, aC .
For illustration, consider the following short text from Tzozil:25
(44)

Something had landed at the foot of the tree . . . There was a straw
mat. . . They untied it. . . .
a. Tzeb san-antrex la te
staik
un
(Tzozil)
girl San Andres cl there they.found enc
‘It was a girl from San Andres that they found there.’
b. A ti tzeb san-antrex un-e,
iyik’ik la ech’el un.
top det girl San Andres enc-enc they.took cl away enc
‘They took the San Andres girl with them.’

According to Aissen (1992:51), Tzeb san-antrex , ‘a girl from S. A.’, is focused
in (44a). In our model, it will expand the domain of the contextual function
fC so as to include a discourse referent for the girl in its domain, and map
that referent to the property of ‘being found in the straw mat (that fell from
the tree)’. In (44b), ti tzeb san-antrex , ‘the girl from S.A.’ is topic marked
(by the prefix a and suffix e). Such topic marking occurs when a topic is
‘new or shifted’ (Aissen 1992:51). In our model, the discourse marker for
the girl is now added to aC , the set of aboutees, possibly removing other
elements from that set. In the subsequent six sentences of the story, there is
neither a full DP nor a pronoun referring to the girl, although they are about
her. In other words, the topic marking in Tzozil is only used to establish an
aboutee, not to refer back to it.
On the other hand, some markings are supposed to pick out an already
established aboutee, but cannot newly establish one. For example, Reinhart
(1982:63) blames the degraded status of (45b) vis-á-vis (45a) on the fact that
the first sentence in (45) established Felix as an aboutee (in our terms), and
that the as for. . . construction refers back to an established topic, rather
than establish a new one, as it would have to in (45b):26
25

Laughlin (1977:67), via Aissen (1992:50f). cl stands for ‘second position clitic’, enc
for ‘intonational phrase enclitic’.
26
As Reinhart herself later notes, as for is bad, too, unless ‘used to change the current
topic of the conversation’ (Reinhart 1982:64). Accordingly, (i) does not improve on (45b),
suggesting that the problem must lie elsewhere:
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(45)

Felix is an obnoxious guy.
a. Even Matilda can’t stand him.
b. ?As for Matilda, even she can’t stand him.

A thorough look at descriptions of topic markings in various languages reveals
that differences like these abound, making it impossible to talk about properties of ‘topics’ in general. An investigation of a suspected topic-marking in
a given language should therefore start, not by assuming that, since it is a
topic, it has a particular cluster of properties, but by establishing their exact
specific properties independently, among them. . .
1. what items can be so marked (DPs only, definites only. . . )
2. whether the marking can. . .
(a) establish a new discourse referent as the aboutee for the following,
or
(b) establish an existing discourse referent as the new aboutee (as in
Tzozil), or
(c) refer to an established aboutee throughout its tenure as ‘what the
passage is about’ ?
(d) . . . or do something altogether different
3. whether elements that meet that description have to be so marked, or
merely may be,
4. whether the same marking can serve other pragmatic functions,
5. whether there are other tests (than occurrence with that marking) to
establish the status marked by it
Once careful descriptions along these lines are available, we can start a systematic investigation of topic cross-linguistically.
Above, a way of modelling aboutness topics formally was sketched. It is not
claimed that this particular version in fact models the effects of any particular
marking in any particular language, rather it served to illustrate a common
way of thinking about topics. Moreover, as Krifka (2008, sec. 5.1) notes,
such a model ‘presupposes that information in human communication and
(i)

Felix is an obnoxious guy. # As for him/Felix, even Matilda can’t stand him.
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memory is organized in a certain way so that it can be said to be “about”
something. This does not follow from a general definition of information.
For example, relational databases or sets of possible worlds, both models for
information, do not presuppose any relation of aboutness.’ Given that there
is no reason to assume a priori that information should be structured into
aboutees and their properties, models of topic that reduce their meaning
to such a structuring of information essentially leave us with the question:
What is the observable effect? That is: How is an information state in which,
say, the information that Mary visited Sue is stored under the Mary-entry
different from one in which it is stored under the Sue-entry? Few proposals
seem to address this crucial question.
As an example of what we are after, take Portner and Yabushita’s (1998)
claim that the descriptive content of an anaphoric definite in Japanese preferably describes properties that are filed under the entry of the intended referent (Portner and Yabushita 1998pp. 125f):
(46)

John-wa kafe-de onnanohito-ni aimashita. Kanozyo-wa pianisuto
John-top café-loc woman-dat met
she-top
pianist
deshita.
(Japanese)
was
‘John met a woman at a café. She was a pianist.’
a. Pianisuto-no onnanohito-wa totemo omoshiroi hito deshita.
pianist-of
woman-top very interesting person was
‘The woman who was a pianist was a very interesting person.’
b. ??Kare-ga kafe-de atta onnanohito-wa totemo omoshiroi hito
He-nom café-loc met woman-top very interesting person
deshita.
was
‘The woman he met in the café was a very interesting person.’

In the first clause, John carries the topic marker wa, so by hypothesis the
resulting context stores about John that he met a woman in a cafe. In the
second clause, the woman carries wa which establishes about her that she
is a pianist. In the continuation (46a), this information is used to form a
definite description referring to the woman, which is fine. In (46b) on the
other hand, the information in the definite description is taken from the
information stored about John — that he met the woman in a café — rather
than about the woman. This is less felicitous. So we have an independent
way of establishing how otherwise equivalent information is stored differently
in the context.
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This effect, however, proves to be rather weak and subject to various
exceptions, some of them pointed out in Portner and Yabushita (1998), others elsewhere (e. g. Fry and Nakamura 2000, who provide further counterexamples), casting doubt on the validity of this diagnostic. But it is such
discernible effects we need to find, for without them, the claim that topics
determine the way information is added to the context is lacking empirical
content, as are any conclusions about the structure of the context required
to model this (see Dekker and Hendriks 1996 for similar criticism regarding
Vallduvı́’s version of this model).
The above discussion centered around ‘aboutness-topics’. A less widely used
concept is what we may call frame topics. Chafe (1976:50f) (endorsed by
Li and Thompson 1976:464), for example, explicitly dismisses the ‘what the
sentence is about’ characterization for topic marking in e. g. Chinese, and
describes its effect like this instead:
‘What the topics appear to do is to limit the applicability of the
main predication to a certain restricted domain. . . . Typically,
it would seem, the topic sets a spatial, temporal, or individual
framework within which the predication holds. In English we do
something similar with certain temporal adverbs.’
(47) illustrates with two Lahu examples from Li and Thompson (1976:462):
(47)

a.

b.

hE chi tê pêĳ
Ō dàĳ jâ
field this one classifier rice very good
‘This field, the rice is very good.
hO
Ō
na-qhÔ y-̀ı ve yó
elephant top nose long prt decl
‘Elephants, noses are long.’

(Lahu)

Extrapolating from Chafe, these sentences are about rice and noses, not
fields and elephants. In any case they lack any contrast associated with the
‘as for. . . ’ paraphrase and therefore constitute — according to Chafe — a category of their own. Krifka (2008:sec. 6) gives the following English examples:
(48)

(How is John? —) [healthwise/As for his health]Frame , he is
[fine]F .

(49)

(How is business going for Daimler-Chrysler? —) [In germany]Frame
the prospects are [good]F , but [in america]Frame they are [losing
money]F .
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Examples like these also lend themselves to an analysis as CT, given that we
did not restrict CTs to DPs or indiviual-denoting expressions. Indeed Krifka
(2008) subsumes both frame setters and contrastive topics under his notion
of delimitation.
Summing up, the notion of ‘topic’ (without ‘contrastive’) should be used
with great caution. There is no agreed-upon way to identify topics across
languages, and therefore inconsistent claims about their properties abound.
There is a semi-formal rendering of the notion of aboutness topic, which,
however, relies on a notion of context which cannot be reliably established
independently. This section can be read as a plea to refrain from using the
notion altogether, and characterize ‘topic’-markings independently along the
lines suggested in the questions above.
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